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A new study reconciles a debate that has long raged among marketers and psychologists: What 
color most improves brain performance and receptivity to advertising, red or blue? It turns out they 
both can, it just depends on the nature of the task or message. The study, which could have major 
implications for advertising and interior design, finds that red is the most effective at enhancing our 
attention to detail, while blue is best at boosting our ability to think creatively. 

A new University of British Columbia study reconciles a debate that has long raged among marketers 
and psychologists: What colour most improves brain performance and receptivity to advertising, red 
or blue?

It turns out they both can, it just depends on the nature of the task or message. The study, which 
could have major implications for advertising and interior design, finds that red is the most effective 
at enhancing our attention to detail, while blue is best at boosting our ability to think creatively.

"Previous research linked blue and red to enhanced cognitive performance, but disagreed on which 
provides the greatest boost," says Juliet Zhu of UBC's Sauder School of Business, author of the study 
which will appear in the Feb. 5 issue of Science. "It really depends on the nature of the task."

Between 2007 and 2008, the researchers tracked more than 600 participants' performance on six 
cognitive tasks that required either detailorientation or creativity. Most experiments were 
conducted on computers, with a screen that was red, blue or white.

Red boosted performance on detailoriented tasks such as memory retrieval and proofreading by as 
much as 31 per cent compared to blue. Conversely, for creative tasks such as brainstorming, blue 
environmental cues prompted participants to produce twice as many creative outputs as when 
under the red colour condition.

These variances are caused by different unconscious motivations that red and blue activate, says 
Zhu, noting that colour influences cognition and behavior through learned associations.

"Thanks to stop signs, emergency vehicles and teachers' red pens, we associate red with danger, 
mistakes and caution," says Zhu, whose previous research has looked at the impact of ceiling height 



on consumer choices. "The avoidance motivation, or heightened state, that red activates makes us 
vigilant and thus helps us perform tasks where careful attention is required to produce a right or 
wrong answer."

Conversely, blue encourages us to think outside the box and be creative, says Zhu, noting that the 
majority of participants believed incorrectly that blue would enhance their performance on all 
cognitive tasks.

"Through associations with the sky, the ocean and water, most people associate blue with openness, 
peace and tranquility," says Zhu, who conducted the research with UBC PhD candidate Ravi Mehta. 
"The benign cues make people feel safe about being creative and exploratory. Not surprisingly it is 
people's favourite colour."

The study finds that these trends carry over to our receptivity to consumer packaging and marketing 
messages. Using a series of fictional ads and product packages, researchers explored how colour 
impacts our receptivity to consumer packaging and advertising.

It found that when the background colour was red, people formed more favorable evaluations of 
products when its ad featured specific product details as opposed to evocative, creative messaging. 
However, when the background was blue, the opposite pattern of results emerged.

Similarly, people were more receptive to a new, fictional brand of toothpaste that focused on 
negative messages such as "cavity prevention" when the background colour was red, whereas 
people were more receptive to aspirational messages such as "tooth whitening" when the 
background colour was rendered in blue.

How color affects your behavior

http://alifeofproductivity.com/angelawrightinterview/

Angela Wright is a worldrenown color psychologist who has developed a scientificallytested theory 
of color named the color affects system.

Angela’s work has shown that while a person’s personality affects how they interpret color, color 
influences everyone universally, and on a very basic level, color is deeply scientific.

How color impacts your productivity

Interestingly, Angela mentioned that it is not a color itself that affects your behaviour. Her research 
has shown that it’s how intense a color is that affects how you respond to it.

“What defines whether a color is stimulating or soothing is not the color, it’s the intensity. A strong 
bright color will stimulate, and a color with low saturation will soothe.”

What is Color Psychology?

http://www.arttherapyblog.com/online/colorpsychologypsychologicaeffectsofcolors/#.V
VNY63NVSQ



The psychology of color is based on the mental and emotional effects colors have on sighted people 
in all facets of life. There are some very subjective pieces to color psychology as well as some more 
accepted and proven elements. Keep in mind, that there will also be variations in interpretation, 
meaning, and perception between different cultures.

Psychological Effects of Cool Colors. 

Purple utilizes both red and blue to provide a nice balance between stimulation and serenity that is 
supposed to encourage creativity. Light purple is said to result in a peaceful surrounding, thus 
relieving tension. These could be great colors for a home or business office.

The color blue is suggested for hightraffic rooms or rooms that you or other people will spend 
significant amounts of time. Another cool color, blue is typically a calming and serene color, said to 
decrease respiration and lower blood pressure. The bedroom is a great place to use these colors as 
they should help you relax.

Psychological Effects of Warm Colors.

Want to create an environment of stimulation or whet people’s appetite? You might consider 
utilizing the colors yellow or orange. These colors are often associated with food and can cause your 
tummy to growl a little. Have you ever wondered why so many restaurants use these colors? You do 
want to be careful about using bright colors like orange and especially yellow. They reflect more light 
and excessively stimulate a person’s eyes which can lead to irritation.

Common Psychological Effects of Colors

The following are some common psychological effects of colors in the Western Hemisphere. You can 
also review the following pages for a more comprehensive list of color meanings and symbolism, 
including some charts we’ve created that you can download or embed on your site.

Keep in mind that certain shades or tones may result in very different meanings. Also, the context 
around the color, and even surrounding colors, can have an effect. Think of this as more of a 
beginning guide to color psychology.

Color Psychology: The Color White

purity

innocence

cleanliness

sense of space

neutrality

mourning (in some cultures/societies)

Color Psychology: The Color Black



authority

power

strength

evil

intelligence

thinning / slimming

death or mourning

Color Psychology: The Color Gray

neutral

timeless

practical

Color Psychology: The Color Red

love

romance

gentle

warmth

comfort

energy

excitement

intensity

life

blood

Color Psychology: The Color Orange

happy



energetic

excitement

enthusiasm

warmth

wealth prosperity

sophistication

change

stimulation

Color Psychology: The Color Yellow

happiness

laughter

cheery

warmth

optimism

hunger

intensity

frustration

anger

attentiongetting

Color Psychology: The Color Green

natural

cool

growth

money

health



envy

tranquility

harmony

calmness

fertility

Color Psychology: The Color Blue

calmness

serenity

cold

uncaring

wisdom

loyalty

truth

focused

unappetizing

Color Psychology: The Color Purple

royalty

wealth

sophistication

wisdom

exotic

spiritual

prosperity

respect

mystery



Color Psychology: The Color Brown

reliability

stability

friendship

sadness

warmth

comfort

security

natural

organic

mourning (in some cultures/societies)

Color Psychology: The Color Pink

romance

love

gentle

calming

agitation

Comprehensive colour meaning chart. Also, different cultural meanings. 
http://www.arttherapyblog.com/online/colormeaningssymbolism/#.VYJO63NVSQ

Colour meanings charts. http://www.arttherapyblog.com/resources/colormeaningssymbolism
charts/#.VYKG63NVSQ

Different meanings of colour in other cultures. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/smartertravel/what
colorsmeaninother_b_9078674.html

Light affecting productivity http://michelledargyle.com/2014/05/28/howlightmaybeaffecting
yourcreativity/

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article2344577/Dimminglightsincreasecreativity



makingfeelfreeconstraints.html

http://blog.desktime.com/2013/08/15/calmandfocusedhowlightingandcoloraffect
productivity/

https://blog.bufferapp.com/thescienceofhowroomtemperatureandlightingaffectsour
productivity

The importance of Daylight on creativity

http://www.ecobusiness.com/opinion/whynaturallightmattersintheworkplace/

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/theathletesway/201306/exposurenaturallight
improvesworkplaceperformance

The importance of Sound on creativity

http://bigthink.com/insightsofgenius/environmentalcuesthatboostcreativity

In a study conducted by researchers using different sound ambient levels while participants 
completed a test found that while higher levels of sound distraction increased creativity, as the 
levels got higher however it reduced the ability to process information & so reducing creativity.

We find that increasing levels of noise induce distraction, leading to a higher construal level. That is, 
both moderate and high noise levels lead to more abstract processing as compared to a low noise 
level. This higher construal level then induces greater creativity in the moderatenoise condition; 
however, the very high level of distraction induced by the highnoise condition, although it prompts a 
higher construal level, also causes reduced information processing, thus impairing creativity. In other 
words, while a moderate level of noise produces just enough distraction to induce disfluency, leading 
to higher creativity, a very high level of noise induces too much dis traction so as to actually reduce 
the amount of processing, leading to lower creativity. Juliet Zhu and a team of researchers from the 
University of British Columbia.

Another link backing up the study above. http://www.sci
news.com/othersciences/anthropology/article00313.html

White Noise V's Pink Noise http://www.acousticfields.com/whitenoisedefinitionvspinknoise/

Benifit of pink noise on creativity http://www.livescience.com/38464whatispinknoise.html

https://www.fastcompany.com/3051835/knowitall/howbackgroundnoiseaffectsthewayyou
work

Is noise always bad.? http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1086/665048

Good artical https://blog.bufferapp.com/howtooptimizeyourenvironmentforcreativitywiththe
perfecttemperaturelightingandnoiselevels Come back to this!!!



Workplace Design & Ergonomics https://blog.bufferapp.com/howtooptimizeyourenvironment
forcreativitywiththeperfecttemperaturelightingandnoiselevels

John Cleese  Boundries of Space & Time (Tortoice Shell) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMpdPrm6Ul4

Juliete Zhu & the RAT tasks http://knowledge.ckgsb.edu.cn/2014/01/13/management/howthe
environmentimpactscreativethinking/

A ticking clock means a creativity drop www.apa.org/monitor/nov02/tickingclock.aspx

The 6 Myths Of Creativity https://www.fastcompany.com/51559/6mythscreativity

REM & Creativity http://www.sleepdex.org/creativity.htm


